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Uncertainty” is one of the words most frequently used to describe the current federal budget environment. And while this is clearly
appropriate there are glimpses into what fed market watchers might expect in real terms over the next few years, both for overall budgets
as well as for information technology (IT). In fact, OMB is telling us . . . and the bottom line could be billions of dollars in cuts.
As debate continues on appropriations and budgets for the upcoming federal fiscal year (FY) 2013, which starts in October, the
(once-again) approaching federal debt-ceiling limit, and the specter of impending budget sequestration as established in last year’s
Budget Control Act (BCA), OMB provided federal agencies with some new guidance on how they should be preparing their budget
requests for the next fiscal year – FY 2014. Jeffrey Zients, Acting Director of OMB, reinforces the administration’s stated goals to cut
waste, set priorities among programs, and make targeted investments in their priorities.
General Budget Guidance
In the memorandum, Zients outlines the broad guidance for agencies to follow in preparing their FY 2014 budgets (unless they have
received different guidance from OMB), including:
Requests for 2014 should be 5 percent below the net discretionary agency total for 2014 in the 2013 budget; and
Budget submissions should include a detailed list of add-backs that bring overall agency budget back to a level that equals the
2014 discretionary level set in the 2013 budget. These are to be based on administration budget goals.
The guidance precludes the use of the following to achieve the 5 percent reduction:
Across-the-board cuts;
Reductions to mandatory spending;
Cost-shifting to other parts of the budget;
Reclassifications of existing discretionary spending to mandatory; or
New user fees to offset existing spending.
Information Technology Budget Guidance
The budget guidance specifically calls for agencies to look for ways to spend their IT dollars more efficiently. And unless an agency
has received different guidance from OMB their 2014 budget submission should meet the following criteria:
Achieve an agency-wide 10 percent reduction in IT spending, compared to their average IT spending from FY 2010 through
2012;
Explain how they will achieve this reduction at the investment and account level; and
Propose areas to reinvest the savings into innovative IT solutions that would produce a positive return on investment within 18
months, demonstrably improve citizen services, or increase efficiencies.
Implications
Any significant IT budget cuts will continue to put pressure on agencies to make trade-off decisions and manage their IT dollar with
increasing effectiveness. Taken at face value, the 10 percent reduction from the FY 2010-2012 average would have the following
impacts on Executive Branch department and agencies. (See chart below.)
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Bottom Line
Reductions of this magnitude will present a dramatic challenge to agencies on top of what they have had to deal with over the last few
years. Also, this further solidifies the notion that gone are the days when agencies enjoyed the magnitude and regularity of increases in
IT budgets that they saw over previous decade or more, when IT budgets generally increased on a year-to-year basis, some quite
significantly.
Agencies will be challenged to find the savings at a very detailed account and program level. It may result in more program
cancellations and more option years going unexercised. The challenge also falls upon solutions-providers in the market to prove they
can provide the maximum return on investment. This favors current participants and puts new entrants or new solutions at a
disadvantage if they do not have a proven track record to show. Agencies under this increased scrutiny will likely be even more
risk-averse than usual. Yet, providers who bring to the table innovative IT solutions that can demonstrate positive short-term return on
investment or markedly improve an agency’s efficiency or provision of citizen services will be best positioned to gain in this
increasingly-competitive market.

